
114 SE 61ST STREET

Luxurious Farmhouse Living
at the beach

O A K  I S L A N D ,  N C

First Floor
THOUGHTFUL + FUNCTIONAL FLOOR PLAN

5 BEDS • 3.5 BATHS • 3,134 SQ FT

Ground Floor



SHE'S READY TO MAKE HER DEBUT

Brilliant Design

Second Floor

Sitting so pretty on a big beautiful lot offering ocean views and a wooded

backyard with ultimate privacy. The builders are a husband and wife team

that pair thoughtful functionality with on trend high end features and

finishes that maximize the gorgeous views of the Atlantic Ocean just a few

steps away. I am beyond thrilled to have the opportunity to market this

incredible property. 

A peaceful rustic mountain serenity meets

a modern coastal vibe right down from the

ultra private walkway to the beach. With

ocean views and seamless indoor-outdoor

transitions, this Blue Paradise reverse floor

plan truly plays to both a nature lover's and

beach bum's desires - in the most

sophisticated ways of course. 



UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Located moments away from dining,

shopping, and entertainment with ease of

access off the island on the Old Bridge, the

thoughtfully designed home has a traditional

rustic feel with a metal roof, hardi board

siding and warm wood decks that go on for

days. The super high end stain they apply to

the decks give you all the outdoor

entertaining space you need with out all the

maintenance. The depth and length of the

double decks heightens the sense of drama

and anticipation as you enter this unique

design. Every element of this home

beautifully complements the surrounding

natural landscape. From the window

placement allowing nature to take center

stage to the 180-degree wall of telescoping

doors that open directly onto one of the two

enormous wrap around porches. The light-

filled great room, which contains the living

and dining areas and kitchen, is perfect for

casual entertaining. The design showpiece in

this modern house is clearly the living room

with its magnificent vaulted ceiling and floor

to ceiling fireplace 

with tile surround. 
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The exposed beams and views of the wood decking

through the walls of glass letting the outdoors in make the

expansive open floor plan space feel cozy and warm. It is

obviously a fantastic summer beach house but I think it

would be a perfect place to host the Thanksgiving holiday

or to set up a super large Christmas tree in the winter in

that gorgeous living room. Or better yet, cozy up all year

round as a primary resident.A screened in porch welcomes

you off the living room with a soaring vaulted ceiling

perfect for easy al fresco dinners in the warm salt air

taking in the views of the ocean right around the way.

Ocean Views!
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The kitchen is both streamlined and a little over the top at the same time. The oversized

island with casual seating anchors the large space beautifully where lovely custom painted

cabinetry topped with Quartz host the farmhouse sink, range hood, stainless steel

appliances including refrigerator. The dining area is perfect for a long farmhouse style table

with ample seating for 10 to celebrate and savor the joys of time spent with family and

friends.

Entry + Stairs + ElevatorSimilar Images above



THE SELECTIONS
A sneak peek at some of Quartz Counters

Cabinets

Exterior Hardie
Board Siding

Backsplash

Wall and Trim
Colors

Tons of storage and high end appliances



The spacious owner's retreat features a sliding glass doors leading out to a private deck overlooking the backyard, and two separate large

walk in closets.The luxurious owner's bathroom offers a stunning tiled walk in shower with frameless sliding glass door, his and hers separate

vanities, a private water closet, plus a relaxing stand alone tub. IT'S SO PRETTY!!!!!!!!
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Moments away from the beach

BEACH ACCESS

Although this space was designed to feel luxurious and high-quality to cater to a vacationer or a family retreating to the coast, Blue

Paradise also set out to maintain the relaxed uncontrived integrity of the Oak Island Coastal lifestyle. Pure serenity and beach life bliss await

in this getaway that brings relaxed luxury to new heights.


